Funn Sheet

The Shadow Birds®
March Of The Penguins®

Place the correct letter from the second column on the blank beside its definition in the first column.

1. Staccato dots: ________.
   (“Hot Dots” - disconnect the notes.)

2. Accent mark: ________.
   (Strike the key a little harder.)

3. Treble clef, G-clef, or high clef: ________.

4. Bass clef, F-clef, or low clef: ________.

5. Time signature: ________.

6. Go back to the beginning and play to “Fine”: ________.

7. G-sharp: ________.
THE SHADOW BIRDS
(orchestrated accompaniment has an 8 beat count-in)

Happy!
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MARCH OF THE PENGUINS
(orchestrated accompaniment has an 8 beat count-in)

Penguin Speed
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